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Some of the well-known mythical or dubious islands of the North
Atlantic make their entry into cartography very early indeed,
apparently as the contribution or record of otherwise forgotten
voyages, though we cannot say with certainty precisely when or
how; others, long afterward, were the products of mirage,
ocean·surface phenomena, or mariners’ fancies working under the
suggestion of saintly or demoniacal legends amid the haze and
perils of little-known seas, the precise time of their origin
remaining uncertain. As a rule the latter class were less persistent
on the maps and are geographically rather unimportant.
Frisland, also called Frischlant, Friesland, Frislanda, Frislandia,
Freezland,or Fixland, is a mythical island that appeared on virtually
all of the maps of the North Atlantic from the 1560s through the
1660s. By the Latines it is called Frislandia, to distinguish it from the
Frisia or Friesland in Germany (the North Sea coastal area of
Germany and the Netherlands, inhabited by the Frisians). The
placement of Frisland on a map all began with one of the most
unusual and controversial maps in the chronicles of cartography
that resulted from a voyage made in 1380 by a Venetian nobleman,
Nicolo Zeno. A violent storm in the North Atlantic cast Nicolo
upon the island of Frisland. There he met Zichmni, a great lord and
owner of Frisland. Zichmni desired to conquer and possess more
territory; with Nicolo as counsel, and the Venetian mariners as
pilots, he conquered many lands with little effort. As a reward he
made Nicolo a knight and gave him gifts. Nicolo wrote to invite his brother, Antonio, in
Venice, to join him, and both brothers lived in Frisland for four years. Nicolo died there,
but Antonio, remained for another ten years in the service of Zichmni. During his stay,
Antonio met another sailor whose boat had been driven by a gale to lands much farther
west than Frisland. This sailor told him about encounters with a civilized people in
Estotiland who could speak Latin but not Norse. There were other lands, too, much
farther south, which had great towns and temples.
Antonio returned to Venice, where he died. Most of the story about the voyage
and the events that occurred during those fourteen years is contained in letters written
by Antonio to a third brother, Carlo. These letters and a map of the region remained in
the Zeno family, neglected and unpublished, for several generations. Then Nicolo Zeno
the younger, a descendant of the voyager Nicolo, collected all the documents that were
available. As a youth, he had read the letters, but when he was finished he had torn
them up. In compiling the narrative, Nicolo the younger used the few remaining scraps
of letters he could find and augmented them with what he could remember. The story of
the Zeno brothers’ voyage, accompanied by a map redrawn as well as possible from the
aged and partially obliterated original, was finally published in Venice in 1558 by
Francesco Marcolino. Marcolino’s work was translated into English and appeared in
1660 in Richard Hakluyt’s Voyages, Navigations, Traffiques, and Discoueries of the English
Nation.
Marcolino’s work, entitled The Discovery of the Islands of Frislanda, Eslanda,
Engroneland, Estotiland, and Icaria made by two brothers of the Zeno family, Messire Nicolo the
Chevalier and Messire Antonio, With a Map of the Said Islands. And the word “Discovery”
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must have been used with willful inexactness, for Greenland (Engroneland) had been in
Norse occupancy for centuries, and Shetland (Eslanda, Estland, or Estiland) was as
positively, though not as familiarly, known as Great Britain.
As a result, the account of the adventures of the Zeno brothers in and around
Frisland quickly rose to fame. By the end of the 1560s, news had reached the Low
Countries, where the account was mentioned by the polymath Johannes Goropius
Becanus (1519-1573) in his wide-ranging history of Antwerp. In 1582, it received an
English translation by no less than the famous geographer Richard Hakluyt. Zeno’s
book also made its way to the workshops of cartographers in Antwerp and Amsterdam,
who eagerly incorporated Frisland into their maps of an ever-expanding world. The first
to do so was the great mathematician and cartographer Gerard Mercator, who included
Frislant on his innovative planisphere world map of 1569, Nova et aucta orbis terrae
descriptio ad usum navigantium emendate accommodata, (#406). Mercator repeated this
information in the early 1570s, when he assembled the (untitled) precursor to his Atlas
that was posthumously published in 1595, and its successive editions. Abraham Ortelius
also included Frisland in what has been called the first modern atlas, in 1570, which was
frequently reprinted and updated until 1641. There could be no doubt: the island of
Frisland was a geographical and cartographical reality by 1600, even for Icelanders,
witness a map drawn by Sigurður Stefansson in ca. 1590.
In two cases, the islands of Estotiland and Drogio, we know the first appearance of
their names before the public, which is very probably the first use of them among men.
They derive a special interest from being located in America and from an asserted
journey by Europeans to them more than a hundred years before the first voyage of
Columbus. The map which first shows them also displays divers other Atlantic islands,
either of unusual name or unusual location and area, not conforming at all to the insular
tracts of the North Atlantic basin as we know them now. The fantastic exhibition as a
whole had an immediate, long-continuing, and considerable--almost revolutionary effect
on the map-making of the world.
The name of the author, or, as he calls himself, “the compiler,” was not given; but
he is generally recognized to have been the Nicolo Zeno of a younger generation, a man
of local prominence and a member of the dominant Council of Ten of the Venetian
republic. In l561 he edited Ruscelli’s edition of Ptolemy, a subsequent edition of the map
which is the volume’s most conspicuous feature. His account of the Zeno book’s origin
seems to have been accepted generally and promptly among his own people, as also the
general accuracy of its geography. But, as Lucas remarks, “An adverse critic of a
member of the Council of Ten, in Venice, in the 16th century, would have been a
remarkably bold, not to say foolhardy, man.” However, there are shelters and places of
seclusion from even the most arbitrary power; and it would seem that the eminent
younger Nicolo would hardly have the effrontery to challenge the world in matters then
easily susceptible of disproof concerning his still more eminent ancestor and kinsman.
Surely they must have had some notable experiences in northern islands on the reports
of which he could rely in a general way, however erroneous or fraudulent in some
important features, though then first advancing the transatlantic claim to discovery.
William H. Babcock, in his book Legendary Islands of the Atlantic: A Study in Medieval
Geography (New York, 1922) describes some of the surrounding islands.
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Copy of the “Zeno map”: Carta de Navegar de Nicolo et Antonio Zeni Furono in Tramontana
Lano MCCCLXXX (1558) depicting Frisland, Estiland, Podalida, Icaria, Estotiland and Drogeo

Detail from Zeno map showing Frisland, Icaria, Podalida, Neome, Hose
Forty place-names cover the island of Frisland, including seven towns.
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“Islandia” based upon the Zeno map
by Joachim Lelewel in his Geographie du Moyen Age
Estotiland. According to Babcock, evidently this map-maker attributed the name
Estotiland to the Norsemen of Greenland on the faith of the fisherman’s story, for no
other Scandinavians can be supposed to have fastened a name on the region in question.
But, barring the last syllable, which is a common affix, the name has an Italian sound
rather than Scandinavian. “East-out-land” has been suggested as a derivation, but why
in this instance should either Norse or Italian borrow an English name? Another
suggestion requires the use of the first three syllables of the motto “esto fidelis usque ad
mortem” [be faithful until death] making up “Estofi,” with the appendant “land.” But
there seems no historic link of positive connection and the letter "f" would not readily
change into “t” Perhaps “Escotiland” or “Escociland” (Scotland) is a more likely
conjecture (first made by Beauvois), since “c” often resembles “t” in older forms of
handwriting and might readily be misunderstood. The name may have been applied in
the same spirit which has long affixed Scotia [Nova Scotia] to a lower part of the same
Atlantic coast. That the name was ever really thus applied by the Norsemen seems very
unlikely; but Nicolo Zeno may have used it to help out his fisherman’s yarn as readily as
he certainly adapted “King Daedalus of Scotland” to help out his more mythical account
of Icaria. Or Estotiland may be a modification of Estilanda or Esthlanda, a form sometimes
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taken by Shetland, for example on the map of Prunes, 1553. In casting about for name, it
would be an economy of effort on the part of Zeno or the fisherman to utilize one that
was familiar. The famous 16th century cartography, Abraham Ortelius, in crediting the
discovery of the New World to the Norsemen, seems to identify Estotiland with Vinland.
Drogio. As mentioned previously, Antonio reported in a letter that an old fisherman had

told him a story about being blown out 1,000 miles into the Atlantic to Estotiland, where
he stayed for five years before traveling south to Drogeo, which was inhabited by
cannibals. Antonio and Zichmni set sail to find these lands, but found the island of
Icaria instead. Based upon the tale by the fisherman of a prolonged residence among
these alleged relatively advanced Estotiland people, followed by a much longer
wandering sojourn, mostly as a captive, in a great “new world” southwest of it and a
final escape, Drogio (also spelled Drogeo and Droceo on some maps) was the region
through which this continental territory was entered. It is plainly an island, to judge by
the maps; but, according to the narrative, it should be close inshore, since no mention is
made of water being crossed by the neighboring chief, who made war on the firm captor
and thus acquired the fishermen. This agrees curiously with the facts as to Cape Breton
Island, which is barely cut off by the Cut of Canso, being easily reached by any incursion
from the mainland. It also lies southward from Newfoundland (Estotiland), but sailing
vessels would ordinarily be required to get to it across the broad Cabot Strait, where the
conditions of storm and shipwreck might well be supplied. It is, indeed, surprising,
since the description of inhabitants and conditions is so far from the truth, that the
geography of Estotiland and Drogio should be given so much more accurately than in
some carefully prepared and useful maps of the same period, for example Nicolay’s map
of 1560 and Zaltieri’s of 1566 (#391), both of which represent Newfoundland as broken
up into an archipelago; and the same may be said of Gastaldi’s map illustrating
Ramusio.
It has been generally surmised that the name Drogio represents some native
word, but there is a lack of evidence and a difficulty in identification. Lucas thinks it
may be a corruption of Boca del Drago, a strait between Trinidad and the mainland South
America, but this seems a far-fetched and unsupported conjecture. All the other island
names used by Zeno are of European origin, and Drogio by its sound and orthography
suggests Italy. Perhaps the best guess we call make would point to the Italian words
"deroga," or "dirogare" as supplying in disparagement a form afterward contracted to
Drogio; for the latter island, lower in latitude and elevation, was also, according to the
narrative, inferior in the status of its population and might well be spoken of
derogatively. We have seen that a fairly high culture is imputed to Estotiland, whereas
the natives of Drogio were sunk in mere cannibal savagery. Notwithstanding the plain
implication of the story as to the comparative nearness of the two regions and the
concurrent testimony of the Zeno map, Drogio has been located by some theorizers at
divers different points of the coast line from Canada to Florida and even as far afield as
Ireland-which is perhaps a shade more extravagant than Lucas’ South American
derivation of the name. Drogeo, like Estotiland, had not been heard of before the Zeno
document. The position of these two lands relative to each other suggests that Drogeo is
the land later called Terra Nova - that is, Newfoundland.

Icaria. Again, when Earl Zichmni and Antonio Zeno with their little flotilla, fired by the
fisherman’s American experiences, strike westward from Frisland for Estotiland they,
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indeed, do not reach that goal but do attain by accident the mysterious Icaria and find
themselves where Greenland can be and is reached without much difficulty. Now, on
the map, Icaria, about the size of Shetland, is the most westerly of all the islands not
distinctly American. Draw a straight line from Iceland to Estotiland and another from the
center of Frisland to Cape Hwarl near the lower end of Greenland, and Icaria lies at the
intersection. Granting the rest of the story, it is shown where they might very well have
stumbled upon it in trying to go farther west.
Of course, it is not there; nothing ever was there except an ample expanse of sea.
Where Zeno got the idea of Icaria is not known -- except as an appended and
unimportant myth from the Aegean; it certainly was not supplied by the facts of the
North Atlantic. Probably the initial “I” stands for island as usual, and “Caria” is a not
impossible transformation of either “Kerry” (preferred by Major) or “Kilda”, the latter
more likely, for southern Ireland was continually visited by Italian traders, whereas St.
Kilda lay off the trade routes rather far away in the mists and myths of the ocean and
might be a fairer field for exaggeration and shifting of place. But, with every allowance,
it is hard to see how this small ultra-Hebridean rock pile could become a large island
territory just short of America. As Babcock states it, “perhaps it is as well to treat Icaria as
merely the unprovoked creation of the romantic brain of the younger Zeno”.
Daculi, another mythical island not mentioned in histories of exploration, must be
studied because of its appearance on early maps. Daculi first showed up on the DulcertDalorto map of 1325, north of Breasil and to the northwest of Ireland. To the east of Daculi
is another island, called Bra, which cannot be described as mythical because it ,seems to
be a misplacement of the Hebridean island of Barra. But it came into a strange
relationship with Daculi on maps of the period.
Daculi appeared on most of the famous early maps previously mentioned: the
Dulcert of 1339, the Medici of 1351, the Pizigani of 1367, the Beccario of 1435, the Pareto of
1455 (see #250.1). The spelling varied, but the island’s position remained roughly the
same. And it was always accompanied, to the east, by Bra. The Pizigani map-the same
that had strange things to say about Saint Brendan and Breasil attached to Bra a notation
in doubtful and now-illegible Latin, the meaning of' which is questionable but has been
construed to indicate that the mortality rate was high on the island. One suggested
derivation for the name Daculi is from the Italian word culla, "cradle." Next to Daculi the
Pareto map gives a caption in Latin that has been taken by some to substantiate this
theory. Its point is that pregnant women of Bra who have difficulty in delivery will give
birth easily if taken over to Daculi. This would seem to make a name meaning "cradle"
somewhat appropriate. But is this actually related to the name’s derivation, or is it a
story made up to explain it? No one now can say, On the map, Daculi did not survive the
15th century. Remote as northern Irish waters were to Italian cartographers, they were
visited regularly by Italian traders, so that an imaginary island located in this area could
not last long.
Donald Johnson provides a complete, detailed translation of the narrative by
Nicolo the younger in his book The Phantom Islands of the Atlantic. The tales recounted in
this document, and the map which accompanied it, created an immediate interest in
Italy and the rest of Europe. Previously, lands in the far North Atlantic had not been
shown so completely, nor had their geography been described in such detail. As a result,
this previously unknown arctic island archipelago became part of cartographic history.
The most eminent cartographers of the 16th century accepted this new information
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without question and incorporated the newly displayed lands, especially Frisland, into
their maps. Frisland is included on Gerardus Mercator’s influential map of 1569, which
showed for the first time his new projection plan, as well as on his later maps, published
in 1587 and 1595. It was this 1569 map, considered the finest at the time, that Martin
Frobisher carried with him on his voyages in 1576-1578 in search of the Northwest
Passage. Frisland was shown on many other maps and globes in the 15th and 16th
centuries including the Molyneux globe of 1592, on the Petrus Plancius map Orbis
Terrarum Typus in 1594, and on Hessel Gerritsz’s map of 1612 used to illustrate Henry
Hudson’s last voyage.
The famous Flemish cartographer, Abraham Ortelius, displayed Frisland on the
map of America in his Theatrum Orbis Terrarum atlas of 1570. Estotiland, which by
implication on the Zeno map is an island, is identified with Labrador by Ortelius. This is
proof, he says, that America was not first discovered by Christopher Columbus, “as all
the writers of our time ascribe.” Ortelius goes on to say that Columbus is certainly
worthy of this distinction, but as “for the North part, called Estotiland which most of all
extendeth toward our Europe, and the islands of the same, namely, Groneland, Island and
Frisland,” they were first found by the fishermen of Frisland, and then they were
rediscovered by Antonio Zeno while he was in Zichmni’s service. Even before the time
of Columbus, Ortelius says, “our European pilots sailed those seas by the help of the
lodestone ... concerning the use thereof, I suppose there is not to be found a better proof
than this ancient testimony [of Zeno].”
Unlike the other phantom islands such as Antillia, St Brendan Isle, and Hy-Brasil,
which continually shifted their position on maps of the Atlantic, Frisland remained fixed;
shown south of Iceland, its southern coast was roughly at 60°00' to 61°00' N latitude. The
constancy of the island’s location is not surprising, since it was derived from a single
common source.
According to Rolf Bremmer there is one aspect in the account of the Zeno
brothers’ discoveries that strikes the reader as rather odd: the onomastics of the
narrative. The abundance of geographical names in Nicolo’s tale, most likely intended to
inspire an awareness of tangible locality in the reader, can be conveniently classified into
four groups:
1) Names of existing geographical localities: Venice, Genoese (adj. < Genoa),
Chioggia (near Venice), the Strait of Gibraltar, Flanders (“Fiandra”),
England (Inghilterra), Scotland (Scotia), Norway (Norwegia), Sweden (Suetia),
Iceland (Islanda), Ireland (Irlanda), Brittany (Bretagna), Denmark
(Danimarche), Vesuvius and Etna, the “Cape above Norway” (i.e. the North
Cape). These clearly serve to infuse Nicolo’s narrative with a sense of the
familiar and hence increase its credibility.
2) Names, referring to newly discovered lands and islands, compounded
with the Germanic element -land-, usually provided with the Italian ending a, probably intended to familiarize the foreign: Frislanda, Grislanda,
Engroueland (also Engrouiland), Grolanda, Estotilanda, Es(t)landa, Porlanda.
3) Names of places and islands that defy etymologizing and add an
additional layer of Otherness: Talas, Broas, Iscant, Trans, Mimant, Dambere,
Bres, Sanestol, Bondendon, Drogio.
4) One name finds its origin in Greek mythology: the island of Icaria,
according to the author, was named after Icarus, the son of Daedalus, king
of Scotland. It is an example of explaining a name etiologically.
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As additional maps were found, over four hundred books and articles were
written analyzing the Zeno story and map. Debate over authenticity versus forgery
continued to the very end of the 19th century, when it then polarized around the writings
of two historians - Richard Henry Major and Frederick W. Lucas - who exhaustively
researched the problem. According to Johnson, each writes convincingly in support of
his belief. Lucas accuses Nicolo Zeno the younger “of the perpetration of a contemptible
literary fraud - one of the most successful and obnoxious on record.” He bases this
conclusion on the number of earlier sources (written accounts and maps) which contain
almost all the geography and place-names found on the Zeno map, purported there to
be “new discoveries.” Lucas’ work is so thorough and complete that it is difficult to keep
from being swept away by the tidal wave of documentation.

Océan Atlantique Nord : Europe du Nord, Islande, Groenland, "Frislandia", "Estotiland",
"Drogeo", "Tera de Laborator", "Tera de Bacalaos", etc.]. , Zeno Atlas, 1558
Detail below
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Frslandia, Estotland and Drogeo on the Niccolo Zeno 1558 chart in the nautical atlas of the
Mediterranean and Western Europe
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Mythical isles Friesland, Satanazes/Antillia island group and Hy-Brazil west of Ireland on the
chart of the North Atlantic Ocean by Bartolomeo Olives, 1538-88
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Icaria, Drogeo and dus demonios on the famous 1569 Mercator world map (#406)
The map below is from an unsigned Italian copy in 1560 showing wellestablished fields and towns.
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Lafreri’s map of 1590
Along the west coast we see two large bays named the Northern and Southern gulls separated by
a peninsula with Cape Deria and the town of Banar. It would appear that the main harbor of the
Northern Gull was the port of Bondendea while Sanestol served the Southern Gulf.
On the South coast there is a small peninsula at Anefes wilh a group of islands with the name
Monaco next to it. Some maps also put the name Porlanda or Port Orlanda next to Monaco.
Perhaps the one referred to the islands and the other to a town or port on or near the islands,
In the southeast corner we find the town of Sorand next to a small bay to the east of the town, As
we move northwards along the east coast we find another bay wilh the town of Godmee on its
northern shore. Further on mere are the towns of Doffias, Frisland and Rouea. The last feature to
be highlighted is the island of Thini off the coast of the Piqlu peninsula.
Lafreri's map of 1590 shows the same towns as the others but here we also see two mountain
ranges trending northwest to southeast around the middle of the island,
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The Prunes maps of 1553 and 1559 are almost identical, both showing Fixlanda (IcelandFrisland) with many common toponyms. Estilanda may be the Shetland Islands, and his Illa
Porlanda was perhaps intended to be an inset map for the main island at Porlanda, the
southernmost part of Fixlanda (Iceland). The toponyms of the Prunes chart of 1559 clockwise:
Scomfise, Cabara, Forasa, Sabiuz, Ponie?, (S)poa, Radeal, Godifordi, Dorafais, Godinech, Caruo,
Estiraya, Soranda, Anfruts, Porlanda, Urimola, Lauina, Sabestol.
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The general configuration of the island of Frisland duplicates in all respects that
of Fixlanda, displayed on two earlier maps: a 15th century Catalan map in Milan, and the
Matheus Prunes map of 1553 in Sienna.
On these maps the general outline of
Fixlanda, as well as the disposition of the
smaller isles surrounding it, are the same
as represented for Frisland. The cluster of
islands south of Frisland correspond to the
Westmann Islands off the south coast of
Iceland; the solitary island north of
Frisland can be correlated with Grimsey;
while the several peninsulas, bays and
numerous isles on the west coast closely
match the contour of Iceland. Lucas leaves
no doubt that in physical resemblance,
Frisland, Fixlanda and Iceland are all the
same island. However, when it comes to
the place-names shown on Frisland the
evidence is less compelling. Seven of the
forty names on Frisland are found on early
maps of the Färoe Islands: Farre Insula,
Monachus, Sudero, Nordero, Dumo or Duino,
Faren or Farre, and Streme. None of these
names appear on Fixlanda. Of the
remaining thirty-three names on Frisland,
some have been traced to Icelandic names,
others indicate physical features such as
promontories, and the rest have not been
deciphered. Thus, according to Lucas, the
island of Frisland is a concoction of
portions of earlier maps of various dates
and nationalities; it never had an existence
of its own, and the entire story of the Zeno
voyage “is a pure fiction.”
On the left, comparison of the island of
Fixlanda as shown on the Matheus Prunes
map of 1553 (B) with Frisland as presented by Nicolo Zeno the younger (A), and a present-day
map of Iceland (C). The many islets surrounding Fixlanda and Frisland correspond with isles
around Iceland.
If Nicolo the younger intended to convince the rest of the world that a Venetian
mariner was the first to discover America, he did not succeed. England was quick to
assert prior ownership of all the islands between Scotland and Iceland, including
Frisland, and territory extending from Russia in the east to Labrador in the west.
On a map prepared by Dr. Dee in 1580, his contention about British ownership of
these lands is more expl1cit. The map shows Iceland, Icaria, Groeland, Engroneland,
Estotiland, Friseland, Neome and Podaliday/Podanda. In a legend on the map, he explains:
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Circa Anno 530 King Arthur not only Conquered Iseland, Greenland; and all the
Northern Iles compassing unto Russia, but even unto the North Pole (in manner)
did extend his jurisdiction: and sent Colonies thither, and unto all the isles
between Scotland and Iseland, whereby yit is probable that the last-named
Friseland Island is of the Brytish ancient discovery and possession: and allso
seeing Groeland beyond Groenland did receive their inhabitants by Arthur, it is
credible that the famous Iland Estotiland [Labrador] was by his folke possessed.
Circa A' 1350 .... The Latin books in the Kyng's Library in Estotiland, by no
history (yet heard of) can most probably be ascribed to any other Mens bringing
Thither than by the Foresayd Colonies sent by Kyng Arthur.

Discounting the claim that Frisland was really discovered by King Arthur in 530, and
mindful of the careful studies made by Frederick Lucas which destroy the credibility of
Nicolo the younger, what support can be produced for the authenticity of the Zeno
story?

Dr. John Dee’s map of 1580 (#418)
Historian R.H. Major supports the veracity of the Zeno narrative in equally
expressive terms, and with evidence as strong as that of his antagonist. He contends that
Frisland in the Zeno narrative does not refer to some previously undiscovered island
south of Iceland, but to the Färoe Islands, and that Nicolo’s voyage was within the straits
and gulfs and between the islands of this archipelago. Major believes that Nicolo called
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the major island of this group, as well as its capital city, Frisland; today the town is called
Thorshan, and the island is Stromoe, the largest of the Färoes. Antonio joined Nicolo,
and together they sailed with Zichmni’s navy to wage war on Estland, an island lying
between Frisland and Norway. They “caused much damage” there, and Zichmni
“determined to set upon Island” to conquer more lands. But he found the country there
too well fortified and was unable to accomplish anything. He “assaulted the other Isles
called Island, which are seven.” According to Major, Island does not refer to Iceland, but
to the Shetland Islands.
Identifying Frisland with the Färoe Islands also explains how it was possible for
Nicolo to be able to dispatch a letter to his brother Antonio in Venice to join him, and
how Antonio could accomplish it. Obviously, the island’s location was well known, and
boats frequently sailed there. This is confirmed by Nicolo’s disclosure that the capital of
Frisland is situated on a gulf or bay where “many ships are laden thereof [with fish] to
serve Flanders, Britain, England, Scotland, Norway and Denmark.”
It also explains the forty place-names shown on the map of Frisland, which
indicate that this land was already well known, settled with towns, and lay within
established sea-routes.
Now that sufficient time has elapsed for a dispassionate view to be taken of the
Zeno story, the truth can emerge. This much seems certain: Nicolo Zeno did make a
voyage in the North Atlantic in the year 1380. Nicolo reached England and possibly
Flanders, as he intended, Nicolo and Antonio’s sojourn on Frisland was actually on one
of the Färoe Islands; the other islands to which Nicolo traveled while in the service of
Zichmni were the Shetland Islands or possibly the Orkney Islands, north of Scotland.
The distance between the Shetlands and the Färoes is only 165 nautical miles; from the
Färoes to Iceland is an additional 240 nautical miles. By 1380, passages among all these
island groups, Iceland, Norway and Greenland were frequently made by English and
Norwegian ships. There is nothing improbable about Nicolo’s visit to Iceland; the
distance from Frisland (the Färoes) was short, and the routes, harbors and general
weather patterns at that time were all well known. The description of the land, its
inhabitants and all manner of daily life is too detailed and specific to have been made
up, or pieced together from narratives of voyages prior to 1380. Nicolo's visit to
Greenland changes from the realm of probability to that of possibility, and the discovery
(or news) of other lands beyond Greenland - that is, Estotiland and Drogeo - is subject
only to conjecture. Estotiland, lying a thousand miles west of Frisland, appears to be
Labrador. Here too, like Iceland, the Irish monks in their travels may have preceded
other European mariners; although the inhabitants of Estotiland had a language of their
own with “peculiar letters or characters [known] only to themselves,” they also spoke
Latin, and the king’s library contained books written in Latin. It is also reasonable to
assume that they had trade with Greenland, the narrative asserts, for “furs, brimstone
and pitch.”
Why was there such a long delay between the time the fabulous tales of the Zeno
brothers’ adventures were brought back and their publication 164 years later? And what
was the motive for Nicolo the younger to engage in duplicity (if such it was)? He came
from one of the most socially prominent Venetian families; as a member of the Council
of Ten he held the highest political office in Venice; and, through his great-grandmother,
he was “connected with the reigning families of Persia and Cyprus.” The answers to
these questions can only be surmised. Justin Winsor, in his Narrative and Critical History
of America, suggests that the driving force behind the story may have been a belated
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patriotism. Spanish discoveries in the New World had gained international recognition
and praise; the glory, though, was the result of expeditions by Italian explorers
(Columbus and Vespucci) sailing under the Spanish flag. The insult to the prowess of
Venetian mariners was heightened by the fact that Columbus was a Genoan, and the
city-state of Genoa was a fierce rival of the state of Venice. Publishing the Nicolo and
Antonio Zeno story would assuage family pride and personal vanity; most important,
honor for the discovery of America would be restored to Italy.
As a “phantom island”, Frisland was a case of mistaken identity on two counts; it
was a curious hybrid, with the geography of the Färoe Islands and the contour of
Iceland. But cartographers and historians were reluctant to give up on the existence of
Frisland. Some believed that the Sunken Land of Buss was the last remnant of Frisland.
Others thought that Frisland and its satellite islands of Podalida, Grislanda, Neome and
Hose were once a single, united land, and that parts of it became submerged. Iceland,
portions of the Färoes, North and West Ireland, and islands off the east coast of the
Orkneys all had their advocates for identification with Frisland. But, like the other
phantom islands, Frisland too was eventually removed from the face of the map.

Zeno map of 1558: Carta de Navegar de Nicolo et Antonio Zeni Furono in Tramontana l’Anno
MCCCLXXX depicting Icara, Frisland, Estotiland, Estland, Neome, Podalida, Drogeo
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On the 1489 chart attributed to Christopher Columbus, in the North Atlantic, the
island Frixlanda is described in the Latin inscription near it as an island full of mountains,
snow and ice, with an ever severe climate, called Iceland in the local language, and Thile in Latin.
There, at a great distance from the British Island, on account of the cold no other food is to be had
than frozen fish. The islanders exchange them, in guise of money, for wheat and flour or other
necessaries that the English bring to them annually. It is a rugged and wild population, from
what the English say, and it lives in poor subterranean abodes during the six months when the
sea is frozen.

Chart attributed to Christopher Columbus (#257)

Detail showing Fixlanda and the legend in the North Atlantic
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Frisland appears to have been born out of confusion between an imaginary
island, the actual southern part of Greenland, Iceland, one of the Färoe islands, or
something else all together. After this incorrect charting, the phantom island appeared
that way on maps for the next 100+ years. Its existence was given currency in
manuscript maps of the 1560s by the Maggiolo family of Genoa, and the island was
accepted and reproduced by cartographers Gerardus Mercator and Jodocus Hondius.
Some early maps by Willem Blaeu, such as his 1617 map of Europe, omit it, but it
reappeared on his 1630 world map as one of many islands shown off the eastern coast of
Labrador, which was then believed to extend to within a few hundred miles of Scotland.
It also appeared on a 1652 world map by Nicholas Visscher, largely copied from that of
Blaeu. The 1693 Vincenzo Coronelli map places it close to Greenland. The writer
Frederick J. Pohl identified Frisland with an island he referred to as Fer Island, modern
English Fair Isle, an island lying between mainland Shetland and the Orkney islands in
his book arguing the case that Henry I Sinclair, Earl of Orkney visited North America.
Even in the mid-18th century, explorers’ maps clearly depicted Frisland as separated from
Greenland by a wide strait.
The myth of Frisland was gradually dispensed with as explorers, chiefly from
England and France, charted and mapped the waters of the North Atlantic.

A map from the Cosmographia Claudii Ptolemaei Alexandrini, 1457
Its place-names have a very Italian look (Aqua, Spagia, Bondendea, Monaco), a fact that
seems to reinforce the suspicion that its details were fabricated in southern Europe. The
principle differences [for this island] between the Cosmographia - Scandinavia map and
the Zeno map are that the settlement names have been given an "Italian look" plus the
name of the island has be changed from Islandia to Frisland.
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. The world map of Juan de la Cosa (1500, #305) depicts Iceland (Frislanda) with a flag of
Norway. Besides that, he shows Ysla de estilanda and Ysla tille to the NNW of Scotland. These
are duplicate Icelands again. He was a Basque who was one of Columbus’ pilots. His Iceland as
Frislanda has a latitudinal error of 1.1° to 2.2°.

Detail: a portion of the Juan de la Cosa mappamundi showing Frislanda and
Ysla de estilanda and Ysla tille
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Detail of the Cantino world map of 1502 (#306). It depicts a large Illanda, Islanda or Ilsanda to
the northwest of Ireland, and a smaller Frislanda with ilhas de fogo meaning volcanic islands.
The only reasonable candidate for the red islands is the Westmannaeyjar to the south of Iceland.
It should be noted that the name of this island appeared in many different forms:
Sialanda (Angelino Dalorto 1325/1330); Fixlandia; Ixilandia (Fra Mauro, 1459 #249);
Frilland (Nicolo de Caneiro, #307); Frislanda; Frisland; Friseland; Frislant; Frischlant,
Friesland; Frixlanda; Fixland; Island(a); Thile or Thule, and Stillanda.
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The Kuntsmann II (a.k.a. The Four Finger) World Map, 1502-06
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, 110.5 x 99 cm (#309)
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Frislandia located due north of Scotland on the Kuntsmann II mappamundi (#309)

Frisland was shown as a roughly rectangular island, with three triangular promontories
on its western coast. The Islandia appellation was applied to the island of Iceland.
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Frisland on the 1569 world map by Gerard Mercator (#406)
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Bartolomeu Olives, 1584 Portolan Chart
Bartolomeu Olives is the younger brother of Jaume Olives and has portolan charts to his
name dating from 1538 to 1588. They are mostly drawn in Messina Sicily, but he/they
commenced in Majorca and had a brief foray to Venice. This 1584 chart is held by BNF
Paris, Departement of Cartes and Plans, reference CPL GE B-1133 (res), and is an
extraordinary compilation. Excluding the standard toponyms it is scattered with Kings,
Dukes and large writ place-names that at first sight are a strange combination.
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Detail of the Olives portolan chart showing Friesland, Antillia and Brasil
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Frislant, along with Vlaenderen, Brazil, Neome, S. Brandain, and Drogeo on the MercatorHondius map of Europe, 1590s
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Praeseti Tabula totius Terrae hemisphaerium - Christian Sgrooten c1592
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Detail: Fresland
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Frisland on the Petrus Plancius map Orbis Terrarum Typus in 1594

Frisland on the map of 1602 Europe by Jodocus Hondius
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1555 portolan chart by Oliva Joan Rizo
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Detail showing Frixlanda in Joan Rizo’s portolan chart of 1555 portolan chart, catalogued as
“Art Storage 30cae 1555”. Source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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Frislant on the Agustin Roussin 1620 chart of the northwestern Atlantic Ocean
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Septentrionalium Terrarum descriptio, 1595, Gerard Mercator (#407)
Frisland is displayed both within the map and as an inset in the upper left corner.
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Detail of Mercator’s polar map showing Frisland and its satellite islands of Podalida, Grislanda,
Neome and Hoso
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In some mappings, it is identified as Fixland. Matteo Prunes’ map of 1559, from
Library of Congress is shown below.

Portolan chart from 1559 by Mateo Prunes The chart depicts the Mediterranean Sea, the Black
Sea, part of the Red Sea, the Atlantic coast of Africa from Cape Spartel to Senegal, and the
European coast to northern Scandinavia. Both real and mythical islands appear in the northwest.
The real ones include Fixlanda [Iceland] and Isola Verde [probably Greenland]. Among the
mythical islands are Isola de Brazil and Isola de Maydi, the latter possibly a name of Arabic
origin that first appeared on the 1325 chart by Angelino Dalorto.
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Detail: Fixlanda [Iceland] and Isola Verde [probably Greenland]. Among the mythical islands are
Isola de Brazil and Isola de Maydi
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The legendary islands of Brasil (twice), Frisland and Isola Verde on a Chart of the Mediterranean
and Western Europe by Mateo Prunes, 1559
The truth is, of course, that Frisland never existed, except on maps. It is thought to be the
invention of Zeno, an Italian mapmaker. Zeno told tales of his famous ancestors, the
Zeno brothers, who undoubtedly found America long before Columbus. Zeno claimed
to have found a map in Venice showing the up to then unknown island, Frisland. Other
mapmakers loved Zeno’s invention. None of them had ever been to that part of the
world so they just copied what others had done before them. In 1573 Frisland had made
it to the map of Abraham Ortelíus, a famous Flemish cartographer. Gerard Mercator
from Duisborg also made a map with Frisland proud and clear to the southwest of
Iceland.
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Sigurdi Stephani terrarum hyperborearum Delineatio Anno 1570
When Joan Blaeu published a revision of his father Willem’s map of Europe in 1644, he
omitted the island of Frisland. For Venetians, however, it was harder to let go of that
wonderful discovery their own Zenos had made. In 1693, Vincenzo Coronelli published
a map of Greenland and Frisland with the following explanation: “Frislanda, Scoperta Da
Nicolo Zeno Patritio Veneto Creduta fauolosa, o nel Mare Sommersa, Descritta Dal P.
Cosmografo Coronelli” (‘Frisland, discovered by Nicolo Zeno, a Venetian patrician,
believed to be a fable, or submerged in the sea’). Even well into the 19th century, it
seemed hard for some Venetians to relinquish the wonderful idea that their townsmen
had discovered America long before Columbus; witness an entry in an encyclopaedic
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dictionary that appeared in 1828, almost two centuries after Johannes de Laet had
declared the story of Frisland to be a fable:
Frisland, an island towards the coast of Greenland, which, not without
foundation, was visited and explored by the Venetian Zeno brothers even
before the discovery of America, made by Columbus. According to some,
however, this is nothing but an imaginary island.
It should be noted that this entry is first presented as if Frisland really exists; doubt is
only cast afterwards, albeit with ample restriction.
The discovery of the island of Frisland, as reported by Nicolo# Zeno the Younger,
continues to fascinate ever new generations of historians and literary critics. Nicolo’s
narrative is indebted to the tradition of medieval travel narratives, especially in his focus
on aspects of alterity and the marvellous. Zeno’s spell on geographers and cartographers
had endured for about eighty-five years when it was broken by an empirical analysis of
Johannes de Laet. From then on, Frisland gradually receded to the realm of fantasy, from
where it had originated. Only one mystery remains to be solved: why did Nicolo call
this island Frisland? Was he ignorant of the existence of another, real Friesland bordered
by the North Sea? Scholars have tried to explain the name of the imaginary island as a
conflation of Island/Iceland and the Faroe Islands.

Summary: Explorers later were confused by these erroneous maps. Martin Frobischer
thought he was in Frisland in 1576 when he was in fact in Greenland. Frobischer
renamed the land for Queen Elisabeth I and claimed that is was part of England. In 1576,
Frobisher began a series of three trips to what is now Canada, and found some ore that
he thought was gold (it was not - it was pyrite, also called “Fool’s Gold”) on Baffin
Island.
Some also thought the Färoe Islands were Frisland. A few may even have
confused it with Iceland (hence the name Freeze-land).
Egill Skallagrimson, the famous Icelandic poet and hero of the Icelandic saga
bearing his name, visited an island called Frisland, an idyllic little island off the Dutch
coast, known to everyone today as Friesland. The language spoken on this small island
has a large Nordic vocabulary reminiscent of Icelandic but this is not the island that the
Zeno brothers referred to as Frisland on their map.
Frisland wasn’t always a phantom island. The name originally referred to
Iceland. Christopher Columbus visited Iceland in 1477, and reported it was called
Frislanda by the natives; but in 1558 the book published by the Italian historian, Nicolò
Zeno, changed that, and for the next 100 years, Frisland appeared on maps as an entirely
separate island, south of Iceland.
The debate continues about the authenticity of the Zeno tale. Some believe that
Antonio Zeno and Zichmni were the first Europeans to find America. Others believe that
the whole tale was a complete fabrication based on existing information from existing
maps, in order to claim “discovery” of the new lands. Contemporary Venetian court
documents place Nicolò as undergoing trial for embezzlement in 1394 for his actions as
military governor of Modone and Corone in Greece from 1390–1392. He wrote his last
will and testament in Venice in 1400, many years after his alleged death in Frislanda
around 1394.
In 1569, Gerard Mercator copied the Zeno map into his influential world map
that introduced his now famous projection. Abraham Ortelius did the same for his
renowned map of the Northern Atlantic in 1573. In 1595, Mercator included Frisland (not
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to be confused with Friesland, which does exist on the North Sea coast of the
Netherlands and Germany) in a separate inset on his 1595 map of the North Pole. Thus
Frisland, and the other fanciful lands fabricated by the 16th century Zeno (most likely),
came to be known as ‘fact’, and were copied by other cartographers, often with
variations on the name such as Fixland, Freezeland or Frischlant. Only much later did it
become clear they were imaginary. But not before causing some real-world confusion for
discoverers such as Martin Frobisher, who in 1576 reported seeing a ‘high and rugged
land’, which according to Mercator’s map ought to be Frisland. Frobisher claimed
Frisland for England, not realizing he probably saw the coast of Greenland.
The confusion continued when he explored Baffin Island – which Frobisher
thought was Greenland. Accordingly, Frobisher’s Strait (which in fact is a bay) for many
years was situated at the tip of Greenland instead of Baffin Island. Cartographers
continued to include Frisland on maps of the North Atlantic as late as the 18th century.
As imaginary places go, Frisland had quite some staying power – probably because it
was confused with Greenland and/or the Faroe Islands. The question remains: who did
the confusing? The older Zenos, their descendant, later cartographers and explorers? Or
some of them? Or all of them?

Illustri viro, domino Philippo Sidnaeo Michael Lok, 1582. (#419)
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Detail: Frisland, S. Brandain and Brasil

Groenlandia (Greenland] as an ill-defined island (named twice) on the New World map
by Francis Gaulle in Peter Martyr, De Orbe Nouo… 1587, with Frislandia, S. Brandan and
Demonum Ins.
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Detail from Joan Martines’ map of the North Atlantic, 1587 showing Antillia, Frisland, Maidas
and the island of Brasil (twice)
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The Skálholt Map, 1590 map by Sigurd Stefansson
Stefánsson attempted to plot the American locations mentioned in the Vinland Saga on a map of
the North Atlantic. Stefánsson’s original is lost; this copy dates from 1669, and was included in
description of Iceland by Biørn Jonsen of Skarsaa. The map mixes real, fictional and rumored
geography. In its southeast corner, the map shows Irland and Britannia, and to the north of the
Orcades [Orkney Islands], Hetland [Shetland Islands], Feroe [Faroe Islands], Island [Iceland]
and Frisland, a persistent phantom island. Here Greenland is depicted as an extension of Europe.
(#431.6) Kongelige Bibliothek, the Danish Royal Library.
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North Atlantic, ca. 1594 by Jan van Doetecum that contunes the island myths of Frisland, Brazil,
Bus, and Maidas
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Detail: Frisland, Brazil, Maidas, Bus, St. Bernaldo
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Americæa Pars Borealis, Florida, Baccalaos, Canada, Corterealis
by Cornelis de Jode, 1593 (#432)
The waters of de Jode’s northern Atlantic are largely derived from the purported
adventures of the Italians Nicolo and Antonio Zeno in 1380. As Purchas relates it, the
brother Nicolo, “being wealthy, and of a haughtie spirit, desiring to see the fashions of the
world, built and furnished a Ship at his owne charges,” passed through the Strait of Gibraltar
and was promptly carried astray by a tempest. They were adrift until reaching de Jode’s
Frislant, where they were saved from barbarians by a Prince Zichmui who “spake to them
in Latine, and placed them in his Navie, wherewith hee wonne divers Ilands”.
Following “divers notable exploits” they reached Groenlant (Engronelant on the Zeno
map), “where hee found a Monasterie of Friers of the Preachers Order, and a Church dedicated to
Saint Thomas.” This monastery was situated by an active volcano, which afforded a hot
spring whose water was used for heating and cooking. The brother Antonio then
reached Estotilant, assimilated by de Jode as part of easternmost Canada. Next he sailed
south to Drogco (Zeno’s Drogio), during which voyage cannibals were encountered.
Among the other islands they reached was de Jode’s Icario (west of Thule), where there
were “Knights thereof called Icari, descended of the ancient pedigree of Dedalus, King of Scots.”
De Jode substitutes the archiac Thule for Zeno’s Islanda.
Frislant, which appeared on charts as early as 1500, was possibly based on early
knowledge of Iceland, and certainly serves as Iceland on de Jode’s map. Both Greenland
and Iceland, then, appear in duplicate: Groclant and Groenlant are both Greenland, and
Thule (the Shetland Islands of Ptolemy) and Frislant are Iceland. From other northern
traditions, de Jode has included the legendary Irish island of S. Brandain.
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Detail: Frislant, Drogeo, S. Brandain, Icara
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Scandia, sive regions septentrionales, 1598 by Giovanni Antonio Magni showing several
mythical islands: S. Brendain, Frisland, Icaria, Neome, Brasil, Drogeo, Podalida and Groelandt
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Detail from Scandia, sive regions septentrionales, 1598 by Giovanni Antonio Magni
showing the islands Frisland, Icaria, Neome, Podalida south of Thule [Iceland], S. Brandain,
Basil and Drogeo
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An early derivative of the Ortelius map of the North Sea, containing many mythical lands and
islands, most based on the Zeno geography. This map was introduced to Sebastian Münster’s
Cosmographia by Sebastian Petri in 1588, replacing an early map of the same region. It is based
upon Abraham Ortelius’ map first issued in 1573. The non-existent islands of Frisland and Icaria
are shown near Iceland, and further west Estotiland is shown as a part of North America. Other
mythical features abound, including the islands of St. Brendan, Brazil, Verde, and Groclandt.
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Maggiolo’s chart (1602) shows two large islands, both named “Fixlanda”, to the northwest of
Ireland. This indicates their interchangeability with Iceland. The mythical isle of Brasil is also
shown southwest of Ireland as a dissected round island.
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Lafreri school map of the Americas, Henricus van Schoel, 1609
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1598 map of the three Arctic voyages (1594–1596) by Willem Barentsz. It’s labeled here as Het
Nieuwe Land, which is Dutch for “the new land”. Frisland is shown partially south of Groenland
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Frisland on a 1602 map by Abraham Ortelius, along with Drogeo, Neome, Podalida, Hose

1573 map showing Frisland and its satellite islands of Porlalida, Grislanda, Neome and Hoso
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The Frislant archipelago on the 1595 Mercator map of Europe

Frisland on the 1606 map America by Jodicus Hondius (#447.1)
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Hessel Gerritsz, Tabula nautica qua repraesentantur orae maritimae, meatus, ac freta, noviter a
H Hudsono, Anglo ad caurum supra Novam Franciam ndagata anno 1612, Amsterdam, 1612,
The first map of Hudson’s Bay, showing Frisland
Library and Archives Canada NMC 19228

Detail of Gerritsz’s map showing Frisland and the mythical Bus Island
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Frislant, Drogeo on a map of Europe by Mercator-Hondius in their 1623 Atlas

Robert Dudley’s map of Iceland, Frislandia and the Faroes, 1661 in Arcano del Mare
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Frisland on the circumpolar projection by Luke Fox in his North-West Fox 1, 1632
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“Fislit” is shown as an island south of Iceland which is displayed half the size of Groenlant
[Greenland]. The mythical isles of St Brendan, Drogeo de Francesi and Icaria are also depicted on
this world 1643 map by Giuseppe Rosaccio (#475)
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The Skálholt Map, 1660, by Sigurd Stefansson (#431.6)

Map of the North Pole published by Moses Pitt in the1680 English Atlas, Volume 1, Number 3.
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Detail: Freesland south of Groneland and Island [Iceland]

The Skálholt Map, by Sigurd Stefansson (#431.6)
Gronlandia, 1696
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Copy by made by W. Lynge of a map attributed to the Danish theologian Hans Poulson Resen,
1605, manuscript in the Royal Library in Copenhagen, Denmark (oriented with East at the top).
Grolandia [Greenland] is shown as a large peninsula on the left
with Frisland just to the east of it. (#243)
A map made in September 1605 by a Dane, Hans Poulsen Resen. Resen had a vivid
interest for Iceland and its ancient history. Resen first served as professor at the
University of Copenhagen and later Bishop of Zealand [the large island on which
Copenhagen is located]. His map was made shortly after a Danish expedition to
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Greenland in the summer of 1605 to search for the Norse settlements there. This map
also shows Vinland as a long narrow peninsula extending north. Resen stated that his
map was based on ancient sources. Later scholars have pointed out that such claims
were commonly made to validate work. It is clear, however, that Resen has incorporated
information gained from the voyages of Martin Frobisher, 1576 to 1578, and those of
John Davis in 1585 to 1587. The Resen map also has extensive comments in the margins.
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Scandia, 1617, by Abraham Ortelius
Gunnar Thompson noticed that three ancient maps (the Zeno 1380, Catalan 1480, and
Prunes 1553) all had similar – but not identical – coastlines for Frisland. On the Catalan
and Prunes Maps, the title is spelled Fixland – where the “x” was probably pronounced
as “sh.” This would yield an English title of “Fish-land.”
Newfoundland was known as the principal isle of codfish from the 14th century
up to modern times. The Portuguese and Basques called the Island bacalaos – which was
the Portuguese-Basque word for “codfish.” The following analysis is from Thompson:
I suspected that maps of Frisland were made in the 13th or 14thcentury using the
magnetic compass – thus, all Frisland Maps were disoriented with respect to true
geographical coordinates as seen on modern maps. I further suspected that the
error of declination could be resolved by tipping the maps upside down to
account for the fact that in the 14th century, the Magnetic North Pole was situated
someplace between Labrador and Foxe Basin near Baffin Island. The magnetic
error was about 180°.

The adjusted orientation placed three promontories of Frisland on the
Northeastern Coast. At this point, I noticed that all three maps showed Frisland with
“shoals” or “shallows” along the East Coast; and there were small islands along this
coast. I noticed that on modern maps, Newfoundland had a similar arrangement of three
major promontories and shoals on the Northeastern Coast in the region of Notre Dame
Bay.
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All three ancient “Fantasy Maps” featured a peculiar “circular island group”
along the Northwest Coast. I wondered: is it possible that the real Newfoundland also
had a similar “circular island group?”
My curiosity seemed to be “unfounded” on the basis of experience and physical
evidence. Indeed, all the maps of Newfoundland I had ever seen in the past did not
show such an island group along the Northwest Newfoundland Coast. Nevertheless, I
am a “Time Detective” who is compelled to check out every possible clue. Therefore: I
went to Google Maps; and kept enlarging the Northwest Coast of Newfoundland to see
what might have been hidden by the scale of such a large territory. To my amazement:
there it was!
The Newfoundland Island Group along the Northwest Coast of “Long Range
Peninsula” is called “St. John’s Island” (in reference to the largest isle in the circle). There
are about 9 smaller isles. The 1380 Map has 6; the 1480 Map shows 11; and the 1553 Map
has 10. I suspect that the total number of isles counted by ancient cartographers was
influenced by changing sea-levels and leeway in the size of isles that were identified as
important.
Why were the isles shown enlarged on the ancient maps?
I suspect the ancient isles were major spawning grounds and fishing areas
during the Medieval Warm Period – but not so later on. It was not at all unusual for
mapmakers to enlarge places that had particular importance to patrons. Fishermen were
inclined to keep favorite grounds secret; and that preference was not betrayed by
placement on schematic maps. Actually finding the valuable fishing areas depended
primarily upon the skills and memories of veteran navigators. The ancient maps were
not particularly accurate with respect to longitude and latitudes; therefore, schematic
maps revealed little that would enable rivals to find their ways to specific overseas
territories – hence the considerable confusion that has hampered the awareness of
modern-day, “armchair” historians.
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Frislant, on a map by Abraham Ortelius in 1570
Also the mythical islands yaVerde, S. Brandani, Santana, Sept cites, Icaria, dos demonios
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Estotilandia Et Laboratoris Terra, issued by Giovanni Antonio Magini and Corneille Wytfliet in
editions of his Descriptionis Ptolemaicae augmentum, first published in Louvain in 1597 of
portions of Groelandiae [Greenland], along with the mystical island of Frisland
This is the first map to focus on the discoveries of the English explorers Martin Frobisher
and John Davis. It covers the coast of Labrador, Greenland, Iceland, and the mythical
island of Frisland, surprisingly shown with many named towns. Frobisher’s use of this
map caused a great deal of cartographic confusion, for when he reported seeing a “high
and rugged land,” he assumed it was Frisland though it was actually Greenland. When
he arrived at Baffin Island, he thought he was at Greenland; hence, his discovery of
“Frobisher's Strait” (on the map as Forbisseri Angvstiæ) was positioned for many years at
the bottom of Greenland. Davis’ L. Lumleÿs Inlet is actually the same place, but more
accurately located and correctly identified as a bay. Frisland persisted on numerous
maps until as late as the 18th century. In a dozen years, Henry Hudson will sail through
a furious over fall, which will become Hudson Strait, and discover Hudson Bay.
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Frisland on the 1594 map by Jan van Doetecum

Frislant, Grogeo, Icariaand S. Brendan on the Andre Thevet map
of the Western Hemisphere, 1575
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Frislanda andParte Groenelanda, Vincenzo Coronelli, 1692
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In 1693, Vincenzo Coronelli published a map of Greenland and Frisland with the
following explanation: “Frislanda, Scoperta Da Nicolo Zeno Patritio Veneto Creduta fauolosa,
ò nel Mare Sommersa, Descrit- ta Dal P. Cosmografo Coronelli” [Frisland, discovered by
Nicolo# Zeno, a Venetian patrician, believed to be a fable, or submerged in the sea].
Even well into the 19th century, it seemed hard for some Venetians to relinquish the
wonderful idea that their townsmen had discovered America long before Columbus;
witness an entry in an encyclopaedic dictionary that appeared in 1828, almost two
centuries after de Laet had declared the story of Frisland to be a fable:
Frisland, an island towards the coast of Greenland, which, not without
foundation, was visited and explored by the Venetian Zeno brothers even before
the discovery of America, made by Columbus. According to some, however, this
is nothing but an imaginary island.

It should be noted that this entry is first presented as if Frisland really exists; doubt is
only cast afterwards, albeit with ample restriction.

Regionum Circum Polarium Lapponiæ Islandiæ Et Groenlandiæ Novae Et Veteris Nova
Descriptio Geographica by Heinrich Scherer, 1702, #492
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Detail: Frislandia

Pieter van der Aa (1713) wrote “Yslandia ook Frisland” (‘ook means “also” in Dutch) in Iceland
on his map showing the 1577 voyage of Martin Frobisher.
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As Bremmer states the discovery of the island of Frisland, as reported by Nicolo
Zeno the Younger, continues to fascinate ever new generations of historians and literary
critics. I have argued that, at least partly, Nicolo’s narrative is indebted to the tradition
of medieval travel narratives, especially in his focus on aspects of alterity and the
marvelous. Zeno’s spell on geographers and cartographers had endured for about
eighty-five years when it was broken by an empirical analysis of Johannes de Laet. From
then on, Frisland gradually receded to the realm of fantasy, from where it had originated.
Only one mystery remains to be solved: why did Nicolo call this island Frisland? Was he
ignorant of the existence of another, real Friesland bordered by the North Sea? Scholars
have tried to explain the name of the imaginary island as a conflation of Island/Iceland
and the Faroe Islands. I am unconvinced by this solution and must confess that I have no
key to unlock this mystery. But then, in the end, some islands never give up all of their
secrets.
Zoltan Andrew Simon summarizes the depiction of this controversial island in
his article “Vinland, Frisland, Iceland, and Australia: Fake maps or real discoveries?
(Part 1: Discoveries in the North Atlantic)”. Iceland-Frisland was a well-known island for
many sailors. “A larger body of opinion prefers to identify Iceland with the mysterious
island of Frisland (Frixlanda)... Frisland seems first to appear on a dated chart in 1500”.
Nicolaus de Caverio (1506, #307) depicts a Frillanda – Islanda pair of islands. The Laon
Globe of 1493 (#259) placed Tyle to the WSW of Islandia, just like Frisland’s direction from
Iceland in the Zeno map of 1558. A 1574 map of Sebastian Münster placed Tyle Island
halfway between Scotland and Iceland (#377). A 1572 copy of Olaus Magnus’ map of
Scandinavia (#366) showed this Tile between Ireland (Iona I.) and Islandia. Their Tile was
Frisland. Bellin (1770) depicts the Bus Islands as part of a vague Frisland. A map of
Schreiber (c. 1773), indicating Captain Cook’s discoveries, still shows ‘Friesland I.’
Arrowsmith (1790) labels “Freesland of the ancient navigators” as the southern part of
Greenland. Thus, Frisland gradually shifted from Norway to southern Greenland during
the centuries.
Leòn Portill refers to the island Frixlandia in a portolan world map in the
Bibliotheque nationale de France, Paris, designed in or slightly before 1492. He adds that
the Martin Behaim globe (#258) depicts “Frixlandia” and the island of “The Seven Cities.”
Schedel (1493) places Yslant (Iceland) to the NE of Scotland. The Kunstmannn II or FourFinger Map (1502- 1506, #309) shows Iceland to the north of Scotland.
The world map of Juan de la Cosa (1500, #305) depicts Iceland (Frislanda) with a
flag of Norway. Besides that, he shows Ysla de estilanda and Ysla tille to the NNW of
Scotland. These are, again, duplicate Icelands. He was a Basque who was one of
Columbus’ pilots. His Iceland as Frislanda has a latitudinal error of 1.1° to 2.2°. Fixlanda
had a long history on the charts, sometimes alone, sometimes alongside an Islandia or
Islanda. The Cantino planisphere of 1502 (#306) placed Frislanda due north (or NNW)
from the Orkneys and Scotland, just to the north of the Arctic Circle. It has a few
volcanic islands of fire (ilhas de fogo in Portuguese) on the south, indicating that it was
actually Iceland. A larger Illanda (Ilsanda or Islanda) appeared further to the west, to the
northwest of Ireland, just below the Arctic Circle. Thus, the 1502 map already showed a
duplicate Iceland in the same region. That group of “islands of fire” meant volcanic
islands, and the only reasonable candidate is the Westmannaeyjar to the south of
Iceland. The 1502 map proves the identity of Frislanda with Iceland. On later maps, they
changed positions: Frislanda moved to the south of the Arctic Circle while Islanda
jumped back to the north of that line.
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The Oliveriana Library at Pesaro has an anonymous Italian chart, a little later
than 1503. It depicts Frilanda y. (Iceland) to the west if Ireland and to the northeast of the
insula de labardor (Labrador). According to Wytfliet (fl. 1600), Labrador was discovered
“by the Fisher-men of Frizland, driven thither by a Tempest”.
A small Tyle insula is placed north of Scotland while Fislanda, surely Iceland, far
to the west of it on an Italian chart of c. 1508 (British Museum, Egerton MS. 2803. #312).
This maps appears to be the same as the map from c. 1510 with “Fislanda” (Iceland)
between Labrador and Ireland. Other maps showed a Tyle or Tylle as an offshore islet in
SW Norway. We wonder if the modern Hille Island was the culprit: its northern point is
at 58.021 N. The Totius Orbis Descriptio of Juan Vespucci (1524) writes Frisilanda to the far
west of Scotland. Rotz (c. 1535-42) depicts both candidates, placing [Frisland] to the
WSW of ‘Islonde’ (Iceland), calling it “Ille dorbellamda.” Ramusio (1556) in Ruge (1892) has
an “Orbelande” to the east of the Baccalaos (Newfoundland).
The “Frislanda” of Coronelli (1692) has a shape very similar to Dorbellamda
Island, with many towns. An anonymous Italian chart, a little later than 1503, places
Frislanda to the west of Ireland.
The portolan chart of Oliva (1563) depicts Frixland and Stilanda. Another chart of
Oliva, made in 1555, gives many toponyms of Iceland in his Frixlanda. It is under
Genoese flag, just like England and Ireland. Maggiolo (1535) depicts a Fixlanda-Ixlanda
pair, both referring to Iceland. Zuane Pizzigano’s 1424 chart shows “Duhle” island off
Scotland’s western shore, to the NE of Ulster. Also, it has a frixlanda near olanda: the
Ostfriesland to the north of Cologne.
Pieter van der Aa (1713) wrote “Yslandia ook Frisland” (‘ook means also in Dutch)
in Iceland on his map showing the 1577 voyage of Martin Frobisher. The map of
Schreiber (c. 1773) places Friesland to the SW of Iceland. A 12.5-inch German terrestrial
globe of Johann Bernard Bauer (c. 1780-1810) still shows Frisland in the Atlantic, maybe
the last appearance of that island in a map. It is not mere coincidence or the foolishness
of medieval cartographers that Friesland existed on the maps from 1154 to 1773.
Cartography is a science that applies thorough research and prevents the denigration of
ancient mapmakers by sensational theories about forgeries. Unqualified outsiders that
have not seen most of the maps from those centuries should not make a final verdict.
In general, the names Island(a), Thile or Thule, and Frisland(a) were
interchangeable in those centuries. They all meant Iceland. There is no need to blame the
1558 Zeno map for introducing such confusion and many candidates for Iceland.
Rolf Bremmer in his article “Inventing Frislanda Insula in the Sixteenth Century
or How the Venetian Zeno Brothers Manipulated the Map of the North Atlantic”
concludes that the discovery of the island of Frisland, as reported by Nicolo Zeno the
Younger, continues to fascinate ever new generations of historians and literary critics.
And that at least partly, Nicolò’s narrative is indebted to the tradition of medieval travel
narratives, especially in his focus on aspects of alterity and the marvelous. Zeno’s spell
on geographers and cartographers had endured for about eighty-five years when it was
broken by an empirical analysis of Johannes de Laet. From then on, Frisland gradually
receded to the realm of fantasy, from where it had originated. Only one mystery remains
to be solved: why did Nicolò call this island Frisland? Was he ignorant of the existence of
another, real Friesland bordered by the North Sea? Scholars have tried to explain the
name of the imaginary island as a conflation of Island/Iceland and the Faroe Islands.
One question immediately rises to one's mind: Could this volcanic island have
sunk? And the answer to this is a very definite no. Not that the sinking of islands as such
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is impossible; many of them have been known to vanish in the heavily volcanic area of
the Icelandic waters. But an island fitting these specifications - large, populated,
supporting several towns, participating in world commerce, visited constantly by
European vessels, and particularly well known in England - could not have simply
disappeared when no one was looking. A catastrophe of this sort would have made
history, dwarfing Pompeii and the Lisbon quake, and Friesland today would be a
household word instead of a geographical obscurity.
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